Your Partner in achieving project success

CPM Scheduling Services | Cost Control Services | Project Management Office Services
Construction Management Services I Construction Claims Services |Management Training

Barrios Planning and Scheduling LLC
Barrios Planning and Scheduling LLC is a private woman
owned small business (WOSB) that performs construction
scheduling services and project controls services in the US.
We are committed to making the construction process as
organized and efficient as possible for our clients. Our
services are extended to government, commercial, and
entrepreneurs clients across the United States. We will make
an assessment of the specific needs of your project and
provide a tailored package to best suit your needs.

Construction Consulting Service
Offering:







Cost Control Services
CPM Scheduling Services
Construction Management Services
Project Management Office Services
Construction Claims Services
Management Training

Barrios Planning and Scheduling LLC (BPS) will give
your organization the guidance and assurance needed to
succeed in your projects. From conceptual phases through
closeout, our team of experienced professionals utilizes best
practice techniques and proven methodologies to thoroughly
assess your project controls environment and provide
effective steps to improve your process.
Whether you are a looking for schedule management,
project management assessment or complete
construction management; our consultants are
equipped to establish procedures and develop
project controls philosophy to ensure your company’s
project management success.

Compliance

Compliance:







Federal Acquisition
Regulations (FAR)
ANSI/ EIA 748-A
Network Analysis Schedule
(NAS)
Unified Facilities Guide
Specification
(Project Schedules)

•

Barrios Planning and Scheduling LLC works in compliant
with Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) Cost
Accounting Standards 401 and 402 (CAS). Our cost
control and estimating business practices assures
venture partners, commercial clients and government
agencies that our estimating, pricing and accounting are
consistent for each project. We allocate costs to a single
cost objective in accordance with CAS and utilize a well
known project level accounting tool for tracking direct
cost elements.

•

Both commercial and government customers can expect
excellence in business ethics, pricing and billing from
Barrios Planning and Scheduling LLC. We pride ourselves
on compliance with FAR, CAS, Fair Labor Practices,
Workman's Compensation and related laws and
regulations and we carry limited liability insurance
meeting federal government contracting requirements.

•

Complaint with ANSI/EIA 748-A
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Cost Control Services
Three important questions one must ask when initiating a project…
•
•
•

Does the project have an adequate budget?
Will the project come in on time and on budget?
If not, who is going to pay for the extra costs incurred?

Cost Controls are essential in delivering a project in a cost-efficient manner and being able
to forecast projected cost at project completion.
We apply the fundamentals of project management in our cost controls by initially creating
a baseline budget. The budget is derived from the project cost estimate and as such is
the baseline for tracking cost deviations and variances as the project progresses.
We strive to provide visibility of the budgeted costs and how the estimates / budgets were
determined for everyone involved in the management of the project to ensure the
project team is on the same page.
Barrios Planning and Scheduling LLC has the answer for your cost control needs…….

Cost Control System
Our cost control system deliverables are produced in Excel, Access or the simplest
software that can perform well in the Critical Path Management project. The
process implemented to retrieve the cost data will be imported from the
accounting system to the cost control system, and customized reports will be
generated in the cost control system. Our cost control system provides detailed,
accurate, transparent cost reports that match the accounting system dollar for
dollar. analysis. Our analysis will solely be based on our Cost Control
methodology and Cost/Budget Integration
Cost Control Method
Cost/Budget Integration

Cost Control Services
Earned Value Management and Change Controls

•
•

•

We will track Earned Value to see if the project is staying true to the budget and
planned burn rate.
Project controls become even more important when changes occur as a result of
unforeseen conditions, scope change etc. Any time there are unforeseen
expenditures, we will document the cause of the changes and who is responsible for
the extra costs.
With this on-going measurement of the cost and completion schedule, we can advise
the management team of any potential issues completing the project on time and /
or within budget.

Earn Value Methodology

Cost Control Services
Barrios Planning and Scheduling LLC will be using the following practices to develop your
cost control system that will provide industry standards and practices:
Design-To-Cost (Dtc) – Cost Evaluation And Estimate Of Probable Cost
• As the design documents evolve, we will compare variances to previous estimates and prepare
reasoning for the cost variances and possible path forward to mitigate cost risk for the project.
• We prepare Estimates of Probable Costs with the applicable markups such as conceptual costs,
contingencies, and price escalation.
Trending and forecast Variances are important
• With monitoring of expenditures against the budget elements, we not only monitor actual costs
to date, but build a comprehensive trending system that identifies and tracks all current and
potential issues that can impact cost and / or schedule.
• Then, in combination with the trending system, we are able to manage changes, forecast cost
variances and determine the estimated cost at completion.
Probabilistic Forecasting
• Probabilistic or risk based forecasting utilizes the Monte Carlo simulation methodology to
determine the probabilistic outcome of the estimated cost at completion. This method typically
provides a significant added value in providing accuracy, visibility and credibility to the cost
controls process

CPM Scheduling Services
Barrios Planning and Scheduling LLC believes
a strong start to project management control
and success begins with a well thought out
and detailed CPM schedule with input from
all parties involved. Once the schedule is
accepted, regular updates are recommended
and revisions to the schedule should be
incorporated to make the schedule realistic
to the current project status.
Our Scheduling Method
Management

Reporting

CPM
Communication

Analysis

Scheduling

Maintenance

Creation

Our experienced CPM Schedule Consultants
get your project off to a good start by
working with you from the beginning. If
necessary, we can jump into projects that are
already underway and behind schedule. We
also utilizes standard industry scheduling
software to develop, monitor, and report the
progression of construction projects such
that our clients are informed quickly and
accurately of project events, potential
problems, and corrective actions.

CPM Scheduling Services
CPM Scheduling Services:


Construction Schedule Development
















Schedule Analysis:



















Proposal Schedule Creation
Preliminary Schedule Creation
Baseline Schedule Creation
Schedule Updating
Master Integrated Schedule (MIS) development
Schedule Updating/ Monthly Progress
Recovery Schedules
Acceleration Schedules
Schedule Reporting and Performance
Schedule Performance Index
Cost Performance Index
S-Curves and Histograms
Detail Monthly Progress report
Critical Path/ Critical Activities
Total Float/ Free Float
Impact/ Delay
Level of Effort Activities
Resources
Schedule Risk / Risk Management
Date Constraints
Open Ended Activities
Out of Sequence Logic
Start-to-Finish Relationship
Negative Float
Cash Flow
“What If” scenarios
Probabilistic Distribution of Activity Duration

Cost Loaded Schedules
Resource Loaded Schedules
Interactive Web-Ex using Primavera

Extract from Primavera P6 Scheduling

Construction Management Services
Barrios Planning and Scheduling, LLC ensures the best
outcome for your project, you need people who know
what they’re doing—every step of the way. Our
experienced construction professionals provide effective
leadership, sharp attention to detail and a valued
partnership you can count on throughout the life of your
project.

Construction Management Services:














Contract Administration
Onsite Management and Coordination
Cost to Complete Estimation
Change Order Management
Cost Management
Earn Value Management
Risk Management
Estimating
Document Control
Project Close-out
Final Project walk-through
Final Billing and Contract Close-out
Lessons Learned

Barrios Planning and Scheduling, LLC provides
comprehensive construction management consulting
services. Our construction management consultants
possess the engineering and construction experience to
provide real-world, cost-effective solutions to the
everyday challenges that owners, contractors, engineers,
and architects face throughout the construction process.
From the initial concept to project closeout, we assist our
clients in facilitating and coordinating the construction
process to mitigate complex problems.
Barrios Planning and Scheduling, LLC develops
construction management capability based on each
client's specific needs and project requirements by
providing effective project leadership in each of our
Construction Management services.

Project Management Office Services
An internal Project Management Office (PMO) gives
organizations the ability to achieve consistently
successful results across their entire portfolio of
projects-creating a foundation that can turn project
management into a competitive advantage. Whether
your organization is just beginning to explore the
benefits of a formal PMO, or your existing PMO is not
achieving the results management has intended,
Barrios Planning and Scheduling can help to take your
PMO to the next level.

Project Management Office
Services:






Project Management Maturity
Assessment
PMO Implementation Support
Process and Procedure Development
and Maintenance
PM Training – at fundamental,
intermediate, and advanced levels
Process Assessments/Process
Optimization

Implementing a formalized project management
process in an organization that has not used a
structured approach to project planning and control
can present significant challenges. Our phased
approach to implementation helps companies
overcome resistance to change, allows lessons
learned in early phases to be incorporated in a
projects lifecycle, and ensures that a solid foundation
of project-level data is available prior to rolling-up
enterprise-level information.
Barrios Planning and Scheduling, LLC uses three key
elements to address your PMO needs: Knowledge,
Assessment ,and Implementation

Construction Claim Service
Barrios Planning and Scheduling, LLC has
experience in identifying, analyzing, and
preparing construction claims and disputes
for construction and engineering projects
worldwide.

Construction Claim Services:















Claims Identification
Risk Evaluation and Quantification
Unforeseen and Differing Site Conditions
Damage Assessments
Change Order Impacts
Schedule Delay Analysis
Time Impact Analysis
Productivity Impact Evaluations
Acceleration Claims
Wrongful Contract Termination or Suspension
Assessment of Force Nature Events
Claims Mitigation & Avoidance
Claim Preparation & Presentation
Construction Mediation, Litigation &
Arbitration Support

In the unfortunate event should a
construction claim occur, we can assist you
in assessing and/or validating entitlement
and quantification of damages thus
promoting a successful resolution in an
efficient and timely manner. Our consultants
are equipped with all the tools and
experience, to provide ongoing support.
Our approach will focus on identifying cause
of impact, the effect of those causes and
associated quantification of damages.

Management Training

Management Training








Scheduling Techniques
Strategic Planning
Risk Management
Cost Management
Earn Value Management
Primavera P6 user interface
MS Project user interface

Barrios Planning and Scheduling, LLC
provides customized Project
Management Training on a variety of
Project Controls and related topics. Our
consultants provide clients with an array
of tools that can be immediately
integrated into their management
repertoire. Our training sessions provide
practical project management skills that
will enable clients to improve project
performance and satisfy continuing
education requirements.
Whether an in-house presentation,
online seminar or multi-day session
Barrios Planning and Scheduling LLC
construction experts can deliver a
customized cost effective, real world
instruction for today's construction
professionals involving any of the
following topics:

CPM Scheduling and Project Controls Software
Barrios Planning and Scheduling, LLC (BPS) uses industry standard software as well as some
specialized software to provide precise professional CPM schedules in addition to comprehensive
schedule analysis and Project Controls . Potential issues are identified early in the construction
process before the issues lead to problems that ultimately affect the finish date of the project. Our
primary scheduling software and Project Controls platform includes:
Scheduling Software Platform:







Primavera (P6)™
Primavera Project Planner (P3)™
Primavera® SureTrak
Primavera® Claim Digger™
Primavera Pertmaster
Microsoft Project 2010™

Cost and Estimating Software Platform:







Microsoft Excel
Deltek Costpoint
Costworks RS Means
Cobra
Timberline
Primavera Earn Value Management

Document Control Software Platform:


Documentum

Barrios Planning and Scheduling LLC
Industry experience, commitment, proven results- your Partner to a successful
project.
Barrios Planning and Scheduling LLC the experience your project deserves.

Clientele
Owner | Construction Manager | General Contractor | Subcontractor |
Government Agencies Entrepreneurs |Architects/ Engineers
______________________________________________________________
Industry Sectors
Commercial | Educational | Government | Residential | Industrial | Power |
Energy | Airports

Barrios Planning and Scheduling LLC
Project Highlights












Project Management Process Improvement Projects (2010 to Present)  Budgets: $450K to $5M
Perform various audit function for assessment of Project Management maturity. Serve as project controls
identifying gaps with the Scope, Estimate and Schedule for various transmission projects. The objective was to
improve the way AEP Transmission manages its portfolio of work.
Bottling Plants and NASA training facility Projects (2008 to 2010)  Budgets: $2M to $375M
Served as project controls specialist on dozens of multimillion-dollar superfund and remediation projects that
included bottling plant, waste management plant and a hydraulic table for NASA training center on JFK space
center.
Cement Plant Projects (2007 to 2008)  Budgets: $5M to $420M
Led all phases of project controls projects involving schedule development and management of various cement
plant schedules. Delegated responsibility to junior schedulers, continues working with all cross functional
partners such as procurement, buyers, project managers, engineers and expeditors
Other Construction & Demolition Projects (2003 to 2007)  Budgets: $450K to $520M
Completed diverse construction/demolition projects, including the ground-up build of residential condominium,
corporate offices and underground parking garages as well as abandoned warehouse demolitions.
Air Force Center for Engineering and Environmental (ACFEE) (2008 to 2009)  Budgets: $12M to $340M
Develop an Acquisition Master Schedule to efficiently track all of the acquisition packages or the entire
construction program that AFCEE Contingency Construction Division(CX) executed. The Acquisition Master
schedule is the primary tool used by AFCEE leadership to monitor and report the program status in the Middle
East.
US Army Corp of Engineers MILCON Projects (2010 to 2011)  Budgets: $13M to $220M
Serve as multiple US Army Corp of Engineers (USACE) source as a “Scheduling Expert” to provide preliminary
analysis of contractors schedule that were submitted with proposals.
US Army Corp of Engineers MILCON Projects (2008 to 2011)  Budgets: $13M to $160M
Provide construction oversight cost and schedule management on 14 project totaling $160 million of new
construction at Lackland AFB or the US Corps of Engineers.

Barrios Planning and Scheduling LLC
Valerie Barrios PMP, PMI-SP
PRESIDENT/ CEO
Executive Summary
Valerie Barrios is the President and Chief Executive Officer of Barrios Planning and Scheduling, LLC. and has
been involved in planning and scheduling of more than $8 billion in construction projects. Her construction
knowledge, critical thinking, and communication skills have put BPS in the forefront of the construction
management, planning and scheduling industry niche. In her 10 years of creditable work experience she has
worked with such respected clients as Jacobs Engineering, SAIC, Booz Allen Hamilton, FLSMidth Inc, ARGO
System, The Asset Group. She has extensive experience dealing with rigorous schedule specifications,
demanding project logistics, and tough constructability issues. She is also proficient with all Primavera
scheduling software applications as well as Microsoft Projects. Mrs. Barrios has developed training programs
for best practices in project management, cost/planning and schedule controls for many of her clients.
Mrs. Barrios is backed by strong credentials and a proven history of on-time, on-budget and high-quality
project completions. Her extensive project controls and scheduling expertise includes development, analysis
and implementation. Expert level at Primavera scheduling software (P3, P5, P6), MS Projects and Project
Control Systems Deltek Cost Point, Ecosys, Cost Works, Power Plant. Reports and Manages all project
financial cost, from estimating phase, baseline creation and approved budget and estimates at complete.
Generate cash flow projections, forecast and discover potential problem areas, developing alternatives and
implementing lasting solutions in scheduling and project controls.
Professional Affiliations
•
•
•
•

Project Management Institute (PMI)
Association for the Advance of Cost Engineering (AACE)
Construction Management Association of America (CMAA)
Society of American Military Engineers (SAME)

Barrios Planning and Scheduling LLC
Robert Barrios
Business Development Director
Executive Summary
A highly experienced Business Development Director who has demonstrated the ability to lead diverse
teams of professionals to new levels of success in a variety of highly competitive industries, cutting-edge
markets, and fast-paced environments. Strong technical and business qualifications with an impressive track
record of more than 15 years of hands-on experience in strategic planning, business unit development,
project and product management, and Domestics & Global Sales strategies. Proven ability to successfully
analyze an organization's critical business requirements, identify deficiencies and potential opportunities,
and develop innovative and cost-effective solutions for enhancing competitiveness, increasing revenues,
and improving customer service offerings.
Mr. Robert Barrios is responsible for the growth of BPS, LLC He will oversee the strategic management and
operational oversight of the company. He strives for customer satisfaction and building client relationship. He
will provide streamlined operations, reduced operating costs, and greater profitability. Interface with partners
and large clients to develop and maintain organizational strategies, operational efficiencies, and proposals for
increasing technical efficiency and improving profitability. Secured all funding for company operational start-up,
direct marketing strategies, business development plans, promotional activities, training development of
projects
Professional Affiliations
•
Project Management Institute (PMI)
•
Association for the Advance of Cost Engineering (AACE)
•
Construction Management Association of America (CMAA)
•
Society of American Military Engineers (SAME)

Barrios Planning and Scheduling LLC
PO Box 6972
Edmond, Oklahoma 73083-6972

Contact Information:
Valerie Barrios
Valerie_Barrios@barriosconsulting.com
Office: (484) 524-3535

